
FORTNUM AND MASON FOOD WRITING AWARDS WON

The Fortnum & Mason Food and Drink Awards , rewardingexcellence in Food and Drink. most prestigious in the UK,
celebrate the best writers, publishers, broadcasters and photographers working in food and drink. Find out who's won.

Not being one of life's techies, this website should be treated as an occasional ongoing project. Example:
Feasts The London Paper. Viewers may disenjoy the footage of seal-hunting and dog-farming. Terrific, again.
The press seem to like our work too. Born and brought up in the English countryside, she embarked on a
career as a chef in London and New York. Thanks to the local enthusiasm for suckling pig, vast tubs of corned
beef and coconut milk with everything, it has the most overweight population in the world. Gates makes for an
amiable, inquisitive guide, even when being shaved and painted with household gloss for the mass tiger dance
of Puli Kali The Observer Some ideas are so good yoiu wonder why no-one has thought of them before. Times
Stefan's opening programme, in India, is lively. His passion is contagious and you'll be hard-pressed not to
want to trazvel out there and do the same thing. Did you know that chillies were cultivated commercially in
England in the 19th century or that Samuel Pepys cited cucumbers as a cause of death in ? A vibrant poortrait
of a notable cultural tradition and the food doesn't look too bad either. However, Gates proves a deceptively
sharp, very funny and gently inquisitive voyager, and this is wonderful documentary television. If you have
ever tired of Jamie Oliver sourcing ingredients from cheery locals, then watching Stefan navigate raw sewage
and ammunition dumps in search of a square meal is, figuratively speaking, a breath of fresh air. Independent
on Sunday Gates hurls himself gleefull into the party and is able to communicate the elation and joy of the
event Having made kebabs in Afghanistan and taken stock of a Korean dog farm, this week he pitches up in
Uganda for what turns out to be the most interesting programme in the series so far. In the same programme,
he travels to Tonga in the Pacific. It's a bit quirky as I draw on both past and current work. With a breadth of
knowledge of the food world, she has written on both of cookery and food related matters as well as travel for
the British nationals, including the Financial Times, the Guardian, The Sunday Times and The Telegraph.
Chavez channels oil into assisting the poor, and the presenter visits one of the 6, state-funded soup kitchens
that feed one million a day. Time Out Watch this Tonight Gates is in war-torn Uganda where at least there are
glimmers of hope. Sunday Times In the final episode of this absorbing series, Stefan Gates steals into the
perilous eastern jungles of Burma, where he patrols with the Karen rebels and finds out how their crops have
been devastated by the Burmese army Independent BBC Critic's Choice: The promotional image shows
reporter Stefan Gates painted head to toe in an imitation of a tiger's face: this is clearly no ordinary food
documentary An insane idea, but a fascinating film. Sunday Times Having given us several excellent culiary
tours of the globe's troublespots, gastro-adventurer Stefan Gates now experiences communal feasts and
celebrations Sunday Times This excellent series continues with Stefan Gates in Venezuela the day after the
radical Hugo Chavez was re-elected president, First on the menu is a confusing post-election press conference,
washed down with a riot and seasoned with tear gas and gunfire. BBC Health and Safety guidelines forbid him
to eat anything â€” which he ignores â€” although he does at least have the good sense to check out the
mushrooms he picked with the mayor, which turn out to contain eight times the accepted levels of radiation.
Although Uganda is one of the most fertile places on earth, civil unrest means that millions of its people are
confined to refugee camps. Gates throws himself headfirst into everything from drivin grickshaws to dressing
up for the parade. The need for and the ability to appreciate food unites us all, and these excursions into the
extremes of cuisine highlight what we have in common with people whose lives appear to be utterly different
from our own. Times Looking at troubled parts of the world through something as basic as the food that
people eat was an inspired idea, and Stefan Gates was the ideal person to do it. Toby Glanville, who took my
portrait here, was one of the first photographers I worked with, and remains a firm favourite. Her love of
seasonal ingredients soon led her to an interest in British cooking, then considered unfashionable. Michael
Holden Sunday Times For such a diffident-looking chap, the food fanatic Stefan Gates has been very bold in
this excellent travel series. But what the makers of Cooking in the Danger Zone have understood is that in
developing countries, food is politics. Even when he retreated to the hills to prepare kebabs using meat and
testicles from the fames Afghan fat-tailed sheep, you could see the army helicopters humming by. Times
Stefan Gates is an engaging, thoughtful and unassuming presenter who has fascinating stories to tell.


